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AMST Awarded Contract for A320 FTD Level 2 
Flight Simulator with Sofia Flight Training 

Nieuw-Vennep, May 2023 ‒ AMST, a leading provider of simulation and training solutions, is proud to 
announce that it has been awarded a contract by Sofia Flight Training for an A320 FTD Level 2 Flight Simulator. 
The simulator's visual system will be powered by AMST's cutting-edge VISIM Image Generator, which provides 
a best-in-class out-the-window view for pilots to fully immerse into the simulation. 

"We are very delighted to have Sofia Flight Training as our valued customer." said Rainer Schlüsselberger, 
Managing Director of AMST. "Our companies are partners that fit very well together and have established 
great personal relationships. The close cooperation between our teams has allowed us to make quick 
decisions and create a tailored package that truly benefits the customer. This partnership exemplifies our 
commitment to providing innovative and reliable solutions to the aviation industry, and we are excited to 
contribute to Sofia Flight Training's success." 

AMST's technology and expertise in simulation and training solutions have earned the customer's confidence, 
and they see a significant benefit in training with AMST's simulator. The A320 FTD Level 2 with AMST's VISIM 
Image Generator will provide an unparalleled training experience for pilots, offering realistic visuals and a high 
level of immersion to enhance their skills and proficiency. 

 

About AMST 

For over 40 years, AMST has been offering its customers outstanding solutions in the fields of simulation and 
aerospace medicine. The company with HQ in Ranshofen, Austria and operations in Nieuw-Vennep, The 
Netherlands, and Singapore is a technological leader in relevant key areas. The product portfolio ranges from 
human centrifuges, hypobaric chambers, and spatial disorientation trainers to highly immersive full flight 
simulators with a best-in-class image generator as well as complex training environments for realistic night 
vision and search and rescue training. Many of the solutions developed by AMST are unique. All products 
come with a comprehensive service package. In addition to reliable technical support over the entire product 
lifecycle, this also includes services such as the design of and construction support for turnkey training centers. 


